Give our City a Hug
2015 Baltimore Uprising

COLOR GIVE OUR CITY A HUG

CREATE ROWHOME COLLAGE

First Grade Collaborative Wheat Paste Mural

2016 Pigtown Artwalk

Michael Owen Expert Talk

2016 "Can a Coal Scuttle Fly" Reading

Michael Owen Exploring Miller's Illustrations

Tom Miller

TOM MILLER

Drawings In the Style of Tom Miller, With Bold Color Choices

Colored Collaborative Images Wheatpasted Onto a Wall Adjacent to the School

91 Printed the Drawings* At A Print Shop and Students Chose Which Image to Work On As A Team

MS. SIBSHAN "EXPERIENCE"

What The Kids "Experienced"

What The Kids Created In Response To The Experience

Sidgman-Vicens Southwest Baltimore Charter School
2016
PICTOWN ART WALK!

with Special Guest Artist
MICHAEL OWEN!

April 18, 2016

A mural is a giant work of art that everyone can see.

Circle your answers:

Is this a mural? Yes or No

What do you see in this mural?

Flowers, Squares, Butterflies, Trees, Lines, Circles, People, Decorations, Love

South Carey Street Butterfly Mural 1993 Artist: Jenny Merker
Draw the Mural.

What do you see in this mural?

- People
- Love
- Decorations
- Flowers
- Butterflies
- Squares
- Buildings
- Trees

Draw your favorited part of these murals.

What do you see in these murals?
Student Responses

1. Love our City!

2. [Hand-drawn images of a house, trees, and flowers]

3. [Hand-drawn images of a sun, stars, and flowers]

4. [Hand-drawn images of a heart and the word 'LOVE']
HUGS FOR DAYS

Love
**MAKING THE WHEAT PASTE**

**YOU WILL NEED:**
- Whole wheat flour
- Water
- A pot for boiling water
- 2 containers

1. Measure out a 3:9 ratio of wheat flour/water and place them in separate containers.

2. Add water to pot and boil.

3. Once the water reaches boiling, pour wheat flour into pot and stir thoroughly. Make sure you don't have any flour ball or clumps in the mixture.

4. Once the wheat paste reaches a smooth and glue-like consistency, turn off heat and pour the paste into a separate container.

* Add a little sugar for extra stickiness
* Use the wheat paste as soon as possible.
* If you plan on waiting a day or two, store in refrigerator.

**MAKING A POSTER**

**YOU WILL NEED:**
- Paper
- Oil-based marker
- Glue
- Scissors
- Pencil
- Paint roller

1. Making a big drawing? If you don't have a large sheet of paper, you can tape computer paper together into a grid to form one large piece of paper. Don't overlap the edges.

2. On the other side, draw your design. Don't make the borders of your artwork too intricate because you are going to be cutting it out.

3. Using a scissor, X-Acto knife or razor, cut out the design.

4. Not good at drawing? You can print out images from a computer and design something using a photo editing program. Or you can just print out text.

**PASTING THE POSTER**

**YOU WILL NEED:**
- A bucket or container holding your wheat paste
- Paintbrush or paint roller

1. Find a smooth or semi-smooth wall surface that is big enough for your artwork. Concrete surfaces work best.

2. Prep the surface by applying a layer of wheat paste.

3. Place your artwork on top of the wet surface.

4. Apply a layer of wheat paste on top of the artwork until it is soaked.

Let it dry for a few hours.

**TAKE PRIDE IN YOUR STREET ART (BEFORE SOMEONE TAKES IT DOWN)**

**BY YUMI SAKUGAWA 2012**
Team Mohammed

Love our city!
Graeters
Love the Scenest Race!

Time: 9:30am
Date: Friday, June 10th

Mural
Celebrate Our New Overpass as We Near the Careyes
Please Join Us

Invited:
Yours